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Rebekah — Odd Fellowship 
 

Odd Fellows, recognizing the need of a woman’s touch 

and her helpfulness in carrying out the principles of 

Odd Fellowship, brought into being the Rebekah 

Degree, founded upon the principles of faithfulness, hospitality, 

unselfishness, helpfulness, purity and dedication of self to the 

principles as portrayed by women characters of the Bible. 

Among the duties of Odd Fellowship are ‘visiting the sick 

and relieving the distressed, caring for and educating the 

orphan’.  Woman is especially adapted for this work—a natural 

and practical nurse, and with experience of sickness in her own 

home – better qualified to minister to the sick in other homes.  

Sympathy and tenderness with the ill and suffering is 

intensified by her own past experience and she has learned the 

best course to pursue to relieve pain and to quiet restlessness.  

She has thoughtfulness and a delicate caution, a depth in her 

sympathy, a magnetism to her touch and more tenderness than 

that of man, better qualifying her for the care of orphans.  Men 

have not the yearning pity and the delicate tact of woman, and 

there is helpfulness in everything that she does and very often 

in what she may say.  Women know all the minute details of 

homemaking and the material needs to make a family 

comfortable—they know what to do and just how to do it, and 

have more delicacy and tact in learning the needs of the family 

and the best way to supply without causing humiliation or 

giving offense. 

She is the natural comforter for those in sorrow, for her 
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Encampment or Patriarchal Branch, wherein is unfolded deeper 

lessons in Faith, a broader scope of labor in the cause of 

humanity, a richer meaning for Hope and Charity. 

 

The First Link in Odd Fellowship 

 

Friendship 
 

The greatest lesson of Friendship is that 

portrayed by the lesson of Jonathan and David 

in the book of Samuel, for here you find one who was born of 

royalty, raised to be a King, an heir to a Kingdom, every want, 

desire and wish to be his, drawn close in the bonds of a deep 

faith, love and tenderness, to a shepherd lad of lowly position, 

through his virtues of courage, judgment, faith and wisdom; a 

friendship so deeply rooted that Jonathan was prepared to 

sacrifice not only his rights to a Kingdom, but his own life in 

defense of his friend. 

We find so many elements in friendship—faith, tenderness, 

love, truth, sympathy, sincerity, unselfishness, confidence, 

generosity, all of which are freely given; for we do not choose 

our friends—they are self-elected.  The root of all friendship is 

Faith, the first pillar of Patriarchal Odd Fellowship, for without 

faith the other elements of friendship would vanish as though 

non-existent, for there would be no bond to cement all the other 

elements into that firm compact of understanding and 

trustworthiness. 

When friendships are real, they are not fragile—but the 

solidest things we know.  A friend is a person with whom one 

may be sincere; be one’s self, taken at his own values and 

respected for what we each may be.  A friend would not have 

you other than you are, with all your faults; yet may criticize 

you in a tender manner, will be truthful, sincere and devoted. 

Friendship is that higher virtue which destroys envy; 

releases man from his tendency towards selfishness and 

isolation, placing him on that higher plane where generous 

deeds, unselfish purposes, tenderness, sympathy, love and 
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Odd Fellowship 

The Door of Odd Fellowship 
 

The Initiatory Degree is the door of Odd Fellowship.  Once 

across the threshold we find the first lesson of our fraternity, in 

which there is an endeavor to create a light of understanding, to 

remove the bonds of selfishness or envy, to establish the first 

lessons of faith, hope, purity of life and conduct, love, truth and 

to offer a challenge for a pathway of life. 

Here is unfolded in brief the story of creation, wherein God 

created the heavens, the earth, the plants, all forms of animal 

and bird life, and as his final masterpiece he made Man.  Here 

is awakened the responsibility of the individual to God the 

Creator. 

As the sands in the hour glass slowly trickle through the 

narrow neck to the bottom of the glass, so are we reminded that 

our span of life here on earth is slowly passing away.  It 

therefore behooves us to awaken to a sense of our 

responsibility, utilizing, to the best of our ability, the amount of 

time we have upon this earth in the services and causes of 

humanity.  In the performance of such services there will be 

found a happiness, a contentment, and a fuller and richer life. 

 

Only one life, so live it well, 

Keep thy light trim and bright; 

Eternity, not time, will tell 

The worth of that Life’s light. 

 

As the evening of life draws to a close, may we hear that 

plaudit, “Well done, good and faithful servant, enter into the 

joy of the Lord.”  Thus is the lesson of frail mortality brought 

forth; an admonition for purity of life and conduct, with a 

pathway of life presented for us to follow, but there is also 

presented the Hope of eternal life. 

Upon this broad basis the door of Odd Fellowship is 

opened—a fraternity established, and as other degrees of the 

Order are presented, a richer and fuller aspect of Life is given, 

extending through the Odd Fellow Lodge and into the 
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tender, sympathetic nature enables her to share the sorrow of 

others, lighten their burdens, lessen their grief, provide them 

with courage and show them there are those who care and wish 

to help them carry the load of sadness. 

She is refined, has a moral sense of right, a love of the pure 

and good, and an abhorrence of all things vile, and a direct 

influence for good upon the character of man.  She is thus 

endowed with the characteristics necessary for the promotion 

of the principles of Friendship, Love and Truth. 

Such are the object and purposes of Rebekah - Odd 

Fellowship.  It is therefore highly essential that there be a close 

harmony and cooperation to the fullest extent between the 

Rebekah and Odd Fellow Lodges if the obligations they have 

assumed are to reach full realization, that the true principles of 

Odd Fellowship may render the service to their communities 

for which it was organized.  —  SERVICE IS OUR GOAL. 

 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Patriarchs Militant 

Army of the Crown; and the White Rose 
 

The name “Patriarchs Militant” conveys the two-fold idea 

of peace and soldierly valor.  By combining the term 

“patriarch” variously derived, but with the common meaning, 

‘a leader or chief by lineage’, and in Eastern churches, a 

dignitary superior to an archbishop, hence, freely interpreted, a 

peaceful ruler.  The word “militant” derived from the Latin of 
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